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traditional counter terrorism approaches with their emphasis on the military are failing this is seen in the fact that there is an
average of three terrorist attacks per day in africa, list of designated terrorist groups wikipedia - this is a list of
designated terrorist groups by national governments former governments and inter governmental organizations where the
proscription has a significant effect on the group s activities many organizations that are accused of being a terrorist
organization deny using terrorism as a military tactic to achieve their goals and there is no international consensus on the
legal, war on terror wikipedia - war on terror clockwise from top left aftermath of the september 11 attacks american
infantry in afghanistan an american soldier and afghan interpreter in zabul province afghanistan explosion of an iraqi car
bomb in baghdad, esisc european strategic intelligence and security center - recent years have seen an increase in
attacks against state representatives notably the police across germany some perpetrators of those attacks have been
found to represent an ideology that opposes the state and its representatives and more specifically considers the modern
german state to be illegitimate
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